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R&D SOFTWARE QUALITYASSURANCE

Frank C. Hood
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PacificNorthwest Laboratory
P.O. Box 999

Richland, Washington 99352

ABSTRACT

Research software quality assurance(QA) requirementsmust be adequate to
strengthen development or modificationobjectives, but flexible enough not to
restrict creativity. Application guidelines are needed for the different
kinds of research and development (R&D) software activities to assure project
objectives are achieved.

INTRODUCTION

The results of research conducted at Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL)
for the DOE are regularly transferredfrom the Laboratory to the private
sector. The principal focus of PNL is on environmental research and waste
management technology; other programs of emphasis include molecular science
research.

The development and implementationof new scientific concepts through
research and the technology transfer process provides new or enhanced

processes, hardware and software products,and services to government and
commercial customers, with a guaranteeof product pedigree and process
validity. Proper application of softwarequality assurance (QA) measures
consistent with the state of project technology is an essential ingredient for
credibility - and the usefulness of the product.

The technology transfer process provides the means to develop basic
scier,ce, through applied research and development, into new or enhanced
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products to meet customer needs, lt uses an ordered methodology to implement
scientific concepts into technology transfer products, in many cases involving
the development, adaptation, transfer,or unaltered use of software - and the
control of data as input to software.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROCESS MANAGEMENT

The need for quality management of software used in the technology
transfer process from basic scienceto a consumer product seems obvious - to
deliver a quality product, with a credible pedigree, in a timely and
economical manner. The software QA measures that are imposed during each
phase of the technology transfer process will influencethe quality of the
subsequent products. The process of taking software from design input to
design verificationmay be lengthy;preliminary resultsmay need to be
reported to provide research project progress to a customer.

A complete list of software requirementsis needed to enable graded
application of QA measures to occur. The software classification,design
input, design documentation needs, testing options, and any other special
software control needs must be documented and approved at the project level to
facilitate application of QA controls.

Quality awareness of customer expectationsfor all aspects of the
technology transfer process is essentialfor successful application of
software QA measures. A performancebaseline of quality factors for
successful software performancemust be established,performance must be
measured to that baseline, and performancegaps identified and resolved.

Quality Assurance

The formal management elements for the technology transfer process at PNL
are derived from DOE contractual requirements,ANSl/ASME NQA-1 and NQA-2. For
R&D QA software applications,the basic requirementsof NQA-I and NQA-2 are
considered from a functional perspectiveto enhance staff awareness,
receptivity, and acceptance of value-added applicationsof QA to their work.

Since PNL is organized into several business centers, each having
technical specialties (e.g., applied physics, environmentalsciences, chemical
sciences, life sciences,molecular science),software QA requirements must be
expressed in terms of minimum performancestandards that are flexible enough
for the needs of each center.

Research and developmentwork at PNL is done under the cognizance of a
program or project manager, depending on the nature of the work. Each R&D
project manager is required to develop a project management plan that
describes implementingprocedures to satisfy applicableQA requirements. Each
project QA program is directed toward achievingthe R&D goals of originality
(for basic research), reproducibility,accessibilityfor use,
accuracy/uncertaintybounds, and consistency. The graded application of
software QA to an R&D project ensures that the validity of the work process is
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established, and that the proof of product (i.e., knowledgeor data) quality
is demonstrated.

[o assist project managers in the accomplishmentof their quality
performance objectives, quality engineers are given matrix assignments to
support project needs for document reviews, generation of implementing
procedures, inspections,and surveillance. Staff support is also provided for
independent verificationof compliancewith requirementsand effectiveness of
the QA programs. From a process perspective,R&D is treated like other work
at PNL, the grading criteria are matched to the nature of the activity and
governing requirementsto ensure success.

Software QA objectives during the technology transfer process include
protection of patent/copyrightinterests,justification for product
development and transfer, demonstrationof reproducibility,accessibility of a
usable product in an understandableform, definition of the accuracy of
results or the uncertainties associatedwith development results, and the
consistency (or quality) of the product. Again, graded application of
software QA measures will assure data generation, accumulation,handling,
storage, and retrieval are consistentwith the need of application.

In order to understand the importanceof grading the application of
software QA measures to the technology transfer process, an understanding of
the science-research-development-implementationprocess is needed.

Science and Research

Progress in science occurs mainly through research. Science enterprise
is divided into three classes: basic research, applied research, and
development.

The National Science Foundation (198ga)defines the three categories of
research as:

• Basic research: The objective...isto gain fuller knowledge or
understandingof the fundamentalaspects of phenomena and of
observable facts without specificapplicationstoward processes or
products in mind.

• Applied research: The objective...isto gain knowledgeor
understanding necessary for determiningthe means by which a
recognized and specific need may be met.

• Development: Systematic use of the knowledge or understanding gained
from research, directed toward the production of useful materials,
devices, systems, or methods, includingthe design and development
of prototypes and processes.

The three major categories of research require graded application of
software QA. The definitions used at PNL to classify software and associated
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functions are included as the Appendix to this Paper. These classifications
of software provide the initial bases for a graded applicationof QA to
specific work activities.

Basic research tends to require less rigorous applicationof management
control than applied research and developmentwork, depending on the nature of
the work. Basic research is elementalexploration to find new things; "blind
alleys" are common; adequate controls must be established to meet the minimum
needs for the research, but these controls should not be overly restrictive
and stifle creative development or cause a waste of precious R&D money, lt is
feasible, or even possible, to develop a model/programto accurately depict a
situation, for example, a program that simulates heat transfer through glass.
Requirements for such a project tend to be vague but should be documented.
System design and implementationtends to be informal and undocumenteduntil a
successful prototype is developed. Documentation is often developed after the
fact, with little or no "user" documentation. Testing of code is often
informal with no written test plans or test cases. Seldom is any of the
software or documentationformally reviewed or maintained. The end result is
a rough prototype that demonstratesfeasibilityand basic capability and is
not intended for any other purpose.

Applied research starts with known concepts and generallydefined
technical principles. As contrasted to basic research, a fairly well-defined
end objective can be defined for applied research. Establishedprotocols and
equipment are used for applied research in determining if concepts can be
adapted for an identified use - perhaps through prototypedevelopment and
demonstration of feasibility. An example of applied researchwould be to
evaluate tlleheat transfer program derived from the example of basic research
described above to determine its applicabilityfor use in the building
industry. Requirementsstill tend to be vague but should be documented.
System design and implementationtends to be more formal but is still not
completely documented until a successfulprototype is developed. User
documentation is still minimal and is often developed after the fact. Testing
of code is more thorough and formal with some written test plans or test
cases. Key portions of the software or documentationmay be formally
reviewed. The end result is a partiallyverified prototype that demonstrates
basic capability and applicabilitybut is still not intendedfor an "end
user."

Development research is akin to engineering,and requires a more
conventional (and traditional)applicationof software QA measures to assure
success. In developmentwork, frontiers are not being expanded - products are
derived from known origins to meet specific requirements. In this case,
conventional applicationof software QA controls is most often appropriate.
If the example of a heat transfer code has been shown to be reasonable, then a
model could be developed and utilized by constructionfirms to determine
energy savings in new buildings, during the design phase. In this case,
conventional applicationof softwareQA controls is most often appropriate.
System requirements,design, implementation,user guides, test cases, and test
results must all be documented, reviewed,and maintained as they are developed
throughout the software life cycle.
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PNL differentiatesresearch software from other types of software, in
that design input for research software is usually not well defined. In the
case of research software, the design process itself may be the primary
objective of the research. Formal control of software need occur only after
the design has been determined and the expected applicationhas been
specified. Freedom to try different algorithms and code pathways must be
permitted during the formative stages of design. This "formative" stage
terminates with the Final IndependentDesign Review (FIDR - refer to the
Appendix) at which time the software and design documentationare baselined
and placed under configurationmanagement.

Continuous Improvement

The elements of the PNL management system (includingthe technology
transfer process) are continuouslyscrutinizedfor enhancementopportunities.
Improvement initiativesare identifiedduring strategic and business planning
activities, and through forum initiatives. Staff from the Quality Programs
Directorate support software control procedure enhancement initiatives,but
line management is held accountablefor their accomplishment.

Customer wants, needs, and availableresources are factors that must be
clearly defined before research and product development efforts begin. Each
example of technologytransfer must have well-definedoperating boundaries,
responsibilities,allocated budget, and graded applicationof QA to enable
achievement of performanceobjectives.

SUMMARY

The flexible application of software QA measures to the technology
transfer process adds value by providing new or enhanced items and services to
government and commercial customers with a guarantee of product pedigree and
process validity.
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APPENDIX- DEFINITIONS

• Acquired software: Software obtained by procurement or transfer from
outside the research project.

• Code Custodian: A person designated to be responsible for
accomplishing the actions required for configuration management;
this individual is generally the main point of contact and authority
for a given computer code.

• Configuration Management: I. A system for ordered control of
software, including methods for labeling, changing, and storing
software and its associated documentation. 2. The systematic
evaluation, coordination, approval or disapproval, and
implementation of all approved changes in an item of software after
establishment of its configuration management (taken from DOD-STD-
480A).

• Database Software: Software that handles storage and retrieval of
information in a database. Analytical software is regarded as
database software when it is used to manage a database.

• Design Documentation: I. For engineering/scientific software,
documentation of software design that includes a description of
mathematical models and numerical methods, and a user's manual. 2.
For support software, documentation of software that includes at a
minimum a user's manual.

• Engineering/scientific Software: Software that reads input data,
computes results and provides output calculations for use in
performing an analysis or making an inference.
Engineering/scientific software may be transferred from outside PNL
or outside the research project, or it may be developed at PNL.
Transferred software may be used as acquired, or it may be modified
at PNL.

• Final Internal Development Review (FIDR): A formal review process
that compares modified or developed engineering/scientific software
and its documentation to its design input and design documentation
requirements, evaluates the technical validity of the software, and
approves software for configuration control and verification and /or
validation.

• Independent Technical Review (ITR): A documented critical review by
qualified independent personnel to provide assurance that
information is correct and satisfactory.

• Internal Testing: Informal testing of software that is performed
during the development process. Internal testing does not replace
verification but may be used to support the verification process.
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• Operating System Software:A collection of software remaining
permanently on a computer to provide overall coordinationand
control of the operation of the hardware.This collection includes
compilers, link editors, and similar software.

• Production Software: Software for which the detailed design can be
prespecified to a level of detail acceptable for development (as
opposed to research software).

• Research Software: Software for which the detailed design is being
researched in the software developmentprocess, and for which
comprehensive,accurate prespecificationof design detail usually is
not possible (as opposed to production software).

• Software: A sequence of instructionssuitable for processing by a
computer. Same as program, code.
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